ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Proteins are identified using mass spectrometry (MS) by matching the measured fragment ion spectra with theoretical spectra calculated from known DNA or protein sequences. This process is automated by search algorithms such as Sequest (Yates et al., 1996) or Mascot (Perkins, 1999) that implement means of pattern matching. In order to verify the identifications determined by the matching algorithms, the theoretical spectra have to be compared with the measured spectra. This can be done either by comparing the numerical values or visually, using a graphical representation as shown in Figure 1 . Thus, the theoretical spectra used by the algorithms have to be available after the matching process. Unfortunately, this is not the case in every situation. For example, when using Sequest for protein identification, the feature of storing the theoretical spectrum beside the peptide sequence in the results can be turned off by setting the parameter show_fragment_ions to the value 0 in the parameter file sequest.params. Some older versions of search algorithms had * To whom correspondence should be addressed. errors in storing the ion series in the results. Therefore, at least the data in archived results may be considered as not reliable and the theoretical spectra should be recalculated from the sequences of the matched peptides with a third party tool. For having archived results available for verification, it is necessary to have a possibility for calculating the appropriate theoretical spectrum. Some online tools such as SEQUEST Browser (Thermo Electron, Waltham, USA) exist, but there are not any open source tools available for this purpose of calculating theoretical spectra that are useful in batch processing and offer sufficient precision.
IMPLEMENTATION
The command line tool TheoSpec requires the peptide sequence as input information. This is implemented as a mandatory parameter of the command line. The results are returned via standard output in a tab-separated table including headlines and other information for better use with filters or batch processors. The output can be easily interpreted using any programming language, import filter of spread sheet applications or import tools of databases. As default, only b and y ion series with a charge of +1 will be calculated. Optionally, TheoSpec can be told to present any of the following ion series in any combination: abcdvwxyz. This is possible for a given positive charge within the range of one to five. It can be forced to write an output file instead of writing to standard output. Error messages are sent to standard error. One of the advantages of TheoSpec's approach to the calculation is the output of error rates for both the monoisotopic case and the average masses case. TheoSpec computes precisely while maintaining error rates in each step. These are of statistical nature; however, values obtained from mass spectrometers are sometimes out of these ranges. This is due to the quantization of the additional neutrons. Therefore, measured values should accumulate at the average value, whereby only quantized values starting at the minimal monoisotopic case may appear. TheoSpec is designed to feed graphical tools with proper values and work very fast in an operatorless system. Thus, no graphical output is produced by TheoSpec and it is not planned that it will.
The core algorithm runs the following way. All information about the peptide sequence and the selected computing environment is collected before the individual masses are computed. After these preliminary steps, each ion series is computed individually of which the masses are stored in the global result buffer. For each series, a sum is built starting with the corresponding terminus and adding the residues iteratively. Each partial sum will be modified due to neutral losses if necessary. Each of these individual masses is divided by the selected charges and added to the dynamically managed list of results. Finally, the list of results is sorted and presented to the user. Error ranges are managed in each algebraic computation step. Currently, no mass defect is subtracted but it will be integrated in future versions to fulfill the requirements of high resolution environments. The physical rules of fragmenting are planned to be integrated, too. The error ranges in the monoisotopic case are very strong; the isotope used is the most common one. Error ranges in the average case are broader and are the result of a typical isotope mixture. Usually this value is not given for an individual mass, it is a statistical value. The values and error ranges were retrieved from the American National Institute for Standards and Technology (National Institute for Standards and Technology, 2004, http://physics.nist.gov/cuu/Constants). This is an example for the TheoSpec's output given the peptide sequence K.SDGVAGLYR.G ( Fig. 1): command line> theospec -a -s K.SDGVAGLYR. The peptide sequence is case insensitive. Syntax of the sequence is: <begin> "." <sequence> "." <end> where begin and end stand for an amino acid, respectively. The dots must be given without quotes.
The sequence must have a length of at least 2 amino acids. Who wants the spectrum of Andreas, enters for example: A.ANDREAS.Z TheoSpec is implemented in C (Kernighan and Ritchie, 1988) and does not use any operating system dependent features or libraries. It is fully portable to every operating system providing command lines with arguments.
